Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.

Requests; Comments; Questions
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Date: ________ Phone: ____________
ID#: P-________ County: __________
Name: ___________________________
Address: __________________________
Town: __________ Zip: __________
New Address ☐ New Patron ☐

Please send me the following:
No. _______________ No. _______________ No. _______________
No. _______________ No. _______________ No. _______________
No. _______________ No. _______________ No. _______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults _______ and children _______ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.
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**EAST** Phone: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

**Counties Served:** Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

**WEST** Phone: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

**Counties Served:** Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

**NORTHEAST** Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

**Counties Served:** Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

**Find all 3 bookmobiles on Facebook**

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

*Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped* provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call **1-800-456-5515**.
What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traveling to an isolated writers' retreat deep in the Adirondacks, Jeremy Logan, an investigator who specializes in unexplained phenomena, discovers a dead hiker whose wounds suggest an unnatural attack before encountering numerous suspects and a woman scientist struggling with the death of her father.

A rural veterinarian, through examples from her practice, shares her journey to understand the spiritual nature of the animal-human bond and offers readers a unique interpretation of our love for animals, a tour of spiritual traditions and a healing and joyful engagement with the creatures with whom we share our planet.

Perspective is arguably the most important element of drawing and also one of the most difficult to master. It's what gives drawings dimension and is the key to realistic drawing. Now the best-selling authors of Drawing for the Absolute Beginner are here to demystify perspective, simplify concepts such as vanishing points and multi-point perspective, and make it easy for you to experience success...and have fun while you're doing it.

Documents the story of a teen Colorado star and aspiring U.S. Army Ranger who inexplicably helped commit an armed robbery hours before being deployed to Iraq, describing the efforts of the author, his first cousin, to investigate the influence of the young man's superior and the darker practices of the Ranger indoctrination program.

In a first-person account of Boko Haram's atrocities in Nigeria and Cameroon, a pregnant young Nigerian woman, kidnapped by Boko Haram after her husband was murdered, relates the horrors she endured to save her unborn child.

Earhart took her first flight as a passenger at an air show and that experience sealed her future career. Her final flight was an attempt to circumnavigate the world, but radio contact with the plane was lost and searches yielded no trace.

A comedian, writer and mom who lost her own mother when she was 27 describes her experience with grief and loss in an effort to help others cope with huge losses and come out whole again.

For the first time ever, a survivor of the Waco massacre tells the inside story of Branch Davidians, David Koresh, and what really happened at the religious compound in Texas.

These delicious pumpkin treats will make your friends and family turn orange with envy. With over seventy recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, appetizers, and desserts, this book is stuffed with tasty and tempting treats you're sure to love.

The founder of the popular food blog Peace, Love and Low-Carb combines food fun and feeling good in a cookbook that takes readers step-by-step through making healthy, low-carb versions of favorite craveable dishes including Everything Bagel Dogs, Lasagna Zucchini roll ups, Dill pickle brined Fish and Chips, Salted Caramel nut brittle and many more.

Features over 100 single-serving, budget friendly, dinner recipes including salads, vegetables, grains, entrees and desserts that conform to the standards set by the American Diabetes Association as well as tips for shopping economically and proper storage of groceries.

The author of the popular blog by the same name draws on the experiences of her own weight-loss journey to outline customizable approaches to dieting, in a reference that is complemented by dozens of recipes for meals designed to accelerate weight loss by naturally raising the metabolism.

Including more than 100 recipes, from wholesome breakfasts to decadent desserts, the author also features signature tips and tricks for getting the most out of an air fryer using frying, roasting and baking techniques to create healthier, faster less messy meals.
CKG  The art of plant-based cheesemaking
McAthy, Karen  BN-6182
Make your own real, non-dairy cheese at home, traditional methods for making plant-based cheese.

CKG  Simply Keto
Ryan, Suzanne  BN-6188
The author of the Keto Karma blog, who lost more than 100 pounds, shares how she transformed both her body and her life on the Keto diet and gives readers everything they need to follow in her footsteps, including structured meal plans, exercise tips, advice on dealing with sugar withdrawal and a wealth of recipes.

CKG  Keto essentials
Spina, Vanessa  BN-6195
Serving up more than 100 recipes, the author, also known as the Ketogenic Girl, introduces readers to the latest, whole-foods diet craze, the ketogenic diet, breaking down the science behind this diet into an easy-to-digest, step-by-step guide to understanding and following the keto life-style.

CKG  No-prep slow cooker
Taylor, Chrissy  BN-6192
A collection of 100 slow-cooker recipes specifically designed to minimize prep time features dishes prepared with five or fewer ingredients and without browning or long shopping lists, in a volume that includes such options as Enchilada Quinoa and homemade bread as well as a selection of vegetarian, seafood, breakfast and sauce options.

FAN  Siege line
Cole, Myke  BN-6070
Determined to destroy the Gemini Cell once and for all so that he and his son can finally be safe, former Navy SEAL James Schweitzer joins a team of elite warriors from both America and Canada to stop the Cell from acquiring a secret magic that could put it in control of the entire U.S.

FAN  Flame in the dark
Hunter, Faith  BN-6147
A PsyLed agent with the Homeland Security division that polices paranormals, Nell Ingram, who can feel and channel ancient powers from deep within the earth, must find an invisible less-than-human assassin who is leaving a trail of bodies in his wake.

FAN  A spoonful of magic
Radford, Irene  BN-6103
When she discovers that her husband is not a traveling troubleshooter for a software company, but the sheriff of the International Guild of Wizards, and her brilliant children are budding magicians, and she herself is a kitchen witch, Daphne Rose Wallace Deschants must quickly harness her powers to protect her family from those who want to destroy them.

FIC  Shattered memories
Andrews, V. C.  BN-6212
As identical twins, Haylee and Kaylee Fitzgerald have always done things in exactly the same way. Under their mother's guidance their every outfit, every meal, and every thought was identical. But now things are different. With Kaylee back at home after her sister's betrayal, her life has been turned inside out. Both her mother and Haylee are away and Kaylee's alone and more lost than ever.

FIC  A courtship on Huckleberry Hill
Beckstrand, Jennifer  BN-6158
Determined to make a good impression at her new teaching job, Elsie Helmut matches wits with a troubled student's older brother, who is as handsome as he is hot headed, and vows to teach him some valuable lessons in both life and love.

FIC  Heaven and earth
Benjamin, J. M.  BN-6091
Thrown together after serving time, Eartha Davis, a bonafide gangster with a penchant for violence, and Heavenly Jacobs from an unbreakable bond, put together a team of female hustlers that have the men in the game on the edge as the streets explode with jealousy, ego and pride.

FIC  The last days of Cafe Leila
Bijan, Donia  LP-5085
LARGE PRINT. When Noor returns to her native Iran for the first time in thirty years, with her very American daughter, Lily, so much about her homeland is different. But Cafe Leila, the restaurant Noor's family has run for three generations, hasn't changed. A neighborhood cafe in Tehran is at the center of this powerful and transporting story of love, family, friendship, and homecoming told against the backdrop of Iran's rich, yet tragic, history.

FIC  Hope on the plains
Byler, Linda  BN-6179
Hannah, a young Amish woman, moves to a new Amish community in North Dakota where she, after being betrayed by Clay Jenkins, is hesitant to trust the men around her until she meets Jerry Riehl, but when tragedy strikes, she must choose between moving back to Lancaster with the others or staying behind with Jerry.

FIC  The homestead
Byler, Linda  BN-6178
Fifteen-year-old Hannah and her family move from Lancaster, Pennsylvania to North Dakota, where they face harsh realities far from any Amish communities, and force her to work on a ranch where she meets a charismatic English boy.
**FIC** A place at our table  
Clipston, Amy BN-6102

In the midst of family heartaches, can two young Amish people move past their grief and trust that God's will includes finding happiness again?

**FIC** American war  
El Akkad, Omar LP-5051

**LARGE PRINT.** A novel that depicts a second American Civil War and devastating plague in the late 21st century that forces a family into a camp for displaced people, where a young woman is befriended by a mysterious functionary who would transform her into a living weapon.

**FIC** Same beach, next year  
Frank, Dorothea Benton LP-5082

**LARGE PRINT.** A chance meeting on the Isle of Palms, one of Charleston's most stunning barrier islands, brings former sweethearts Adam Stanley and Eve Landers together again. Their respective spouses, Eliza and Carl, fight sparks of jealousy flaring from their imagined rekindling of old flames. As Adam and Eve get caught up on their lives, their partners strike up a deep friendship, and flirt with an unexpected attraction, of their own.

**FIC** An uncommon protector  
Gray, Shelley Shepard BN-6101


**FIC** Love held captive  
Gray, Shelley Shepard BN-6099

Two Civil War soldiers struggling with guilt over their actions during the war learn that the women they are falling in love with were both violated by their former colonel, a discovery that compels them to bring their former comrades-in-arms to justice.

**FIC** The loyal heart  
Gray, Shelley Shepard BN-6100

Robert came to Galveston to fulfill his promise to a dying man and look after his widow. He didn't expect to find love in the unlikeliest of places.

**FIC** Spoonbenders  
Gregory, Daryl LP-5061

**LARGE PRINT.** A generations-spanning family of psychics, blessed and burdened by their abilities, is challenged to use their powers collectively to save themselves from the CIA, the local mafia and a skeptic bent on discrediting them.

**FIC** The library at the edge of the world  
Hayes-McCoy, Felicity BN-6173

A local librarian must find a way to rebuild her community and her own life in this touching, an enchanting novel set on Ireland's stunning West Coast. As she drives her mobile library van between villages of Ireland's West Coast, Hanna Casey tries not to think about a lot of things. Like the sophisticated lifestyle she abandoned after finding her English barrister husband in bed with another woman. Or that she's back in Lissbeg, the rural Irish town she walked away from in her teens, living in the back bedroom of her overbearing mother's retirement bungalow.

**FIC** The ladies of Ivy Cottage  
Klassen, Julie BN-6205

In the confines of Ivy Cottage, friendships thrive, romances blossom, and mysteries await! Gentlewoman Rachel Ashford has moved into Ivy Cottage with the two Miss Groves, where she discovers mysteries hidden among her books. Together with her one-time love Sir Timothy, she searches for answers—and is forced to face her true feelings.

**FIC** Forest dark  
Krauss, Nicole LP-5095

**LARGE PRINT.** Giving away all of his personal possessions after retiring, a once-ambitious man embarks on a journey to honor his parents in Israel, where a blocked writer is drawn into a mystery that alters her life in unimaginable ways.

**FIC** The proving  
Lewis, Beverly LP-5079

**LARGE PRINT.** Having left the Amish life for the outside world, Amanda is shocked to learn that her mother has passed and left her Lancaster County's most popular Amish bed-and-breakfast under the condition that she run it herself for a year.

**FIC** The quilting circle  
Lillard, Amy BN-6121

United by faith, and bonded by their quilting circle, the Amish women of Wells Landing, Oklahoma, are there for one another through all life's joys and challenges.

**FIC** PH  
Lord, Nancy BN-6203

When marine biologist Ray Berringer and his student crew embark on an oceanographic cruise in the Gulf of Alaska, the waters are troubled in more ways than one. Ray's co-leader, a famed chemist, is abandoning ship just as the ocean's pH is becoming a major concern. Something at their university is corrosive, and it's going to take more than science to correct. Powerful bonds are forged among offbeat characters studying the effects of ocean acidification on pteropods, a tiny, keystone species, in this cutting-edge CliFi novel.

**FIC** The seven rules of Elvira Carr  
Maynard, Frances LP-5088

**LARGE PRINT.** Elvira Carr believes in rules, crisp schedules, no surprises, and taking people at face value. Not that she sees many people, her overbearing mother keeps the twenty-seven year old mostly at home, to avoid any incidents. But when her mother has a stroke, Elvira is suddenly alone and on her own. She ingeniously comes up with seven ironclad rules to guide her days. Armed with her rules, a Japanese notebook from her late father, and advice from her flighty neighbor, she takes charge of herself, and realizes that something isn't quite right about the life she thought she knew. She'll need all the clever thinking and curious charm she can muster to unravel the mystery of what happened to her family and to pave the way to living her own life, her way.
FIC My Italian bulldozer
McCall Smith, Alexander

LARGE PRINT. Visiting the idyllic Italian town of Montalcino to finish his overdue cookbook, writer Paul Stewart endures setbacks that leave him stranded at the airport until a stranger offers him transportation on a bulldozer, triggering a madcap series of adventures on the Tuscan countryside.

FIC We could fall
Moschandreas, Kate

We Could Fall begins on a September morning when 42-year old Emmy Halperin receives two unexpected pieces of news. Jack, her husband of 22 years, wants to call off their long-planned divorce. Duncan Grier, a famous actor, wants to be her therapy client. In the four short weeks that follow, Emmy must wrestle with her professionalism, her desire and her marriage as she ultimately decides who and what should hold her trust.

FIC Sound of fear
Perry, Marta

Arriving in Echo Falls to find the truth about her past, Amanda Curtis falls in love with the small town attorney Trey Addison who is determined to protect her as she exposes the secrets that haunt her.

FIC Out of the ashes
Peterson, Tracie

Katherine and Jean-Michel once shared a deep love that was torn apart by forces beyond their control. Reunited in the 1920s at the Curry Hotel in Alaska, have the years changed them too deeply to rediscover what they had? And when Jean-Michel's nightmares of war return with terrifying consequences, will faith be enough to heal what's been broken for so long?

FIC The sisters of Glass Ferry
Richardson, Kim Michele

Spanning several decades and written in an authentic voice both lyrical and wise, This is a haunting novel about small-town Southern secrets, loss and atonement, and the unbreakable bond between siblings.

FIC They may not mean to, but they do
Schine, Cathleen

Bergman clan has always stuck together, growing as it incorporated in-laws, ex-in-laws, and same-sex spouses. But families don't just grow, they grow old, and the clan's matriarch, Joy, is not slipping into old age with the quiet grace her children, Molly and Daniel, would have wished.

FIC The promise of dawn
Snelling, Lauraine

In 1910, Signe, her husband, and their boys emigrate from Norway to Minnesota, dreaming of one day owning a farm of their own. But the relatives they've come to stay with are harsh and demanding. As Signe's family is worked to the bone to repay the cost of their voyage, can she learn to trust God through this trial and hold on to hope for a better future?

FIC The right time
Steel, Danielle

LARGE PRINT. Becoming a mystery writer in the style of the stories she grew up reading after her mother's abandonment, Alex comes of age in a convent orphanage before finding publishing success under a male pseudonym and becoming subject to the consequences of fame and her double life.

FIC The shark club
Taylor, Ann Kidd

LARGE PRINT. Nearly two decades after surviving a shark attack on the Gulf of Mexico, a world-traveling marine biologist and respected "shark whisperer" harbors private insecurities that compel her to return to her Florida coast home to explore old and new relationships.

---

**Gardening**

GAR Success with succulents
Bagnasco, John

Featuring more than 100 plant profiles, a comprehensive guide to growing cactuses and other succulents presents tips and techniques for caring for these water-sipping species indoors and out, in a book that also includes propagation strategies, a hardiness map and more.

GAR The gardening in miniature prop shop
Calvo, Janit

The Gardening in Miniature Prop Shop is the next big thing for the crafters and gardeners already captivated by gardening small. Organized by fun themes, including gardens around the world, holidays, and fantasy gardens, it's a fun-filled guide to creating one-of-a-kind gardens and the accessories that make them shine.

**Health/Diet/Exercise**

HEA Keto
Emmerich, Maria

A wellness expert in nutrition and exercise physiology and the founder of Keto-adapted.com presents a resource for the ketogenic diet and all of its benefits—including weight loss, disease prevention and intervention, better health, and feeling great and looking good.

HEA Robert Jones' makeup masterclass
Jones, Robert

An internationally renowned celebrity makeup artist offers step-by-step instructions, tips and techniques to help people of all ages and skill levels apply makeup like a professional to highlight their best traits, fix problem areas and achieve a wide variety of looks.
## Historical Fiction

**HIF** A hope divided  
Cole, Alyssa  
BN-6177

The Civil War has turned neighbor against neighbor, but for one scientist spy and her philosopher soldier, war could bind them together.

**HIF** An extraordinary union  
Cole, Alyssa  
BN-6176

As the Civil War rages between the states, a courageous pair of spies plunge fearlessly into a maelstrom of ignorance, deceit, and danger, combining their unique skills to alter the course of history and break the chains of the past. Elle Burns is a former slave with a passion for justice and an eidetic memory. Trading in her life of freedom in Massachusetts, she returns to the indignity of slavery in the South, to spy for the Union Army.

**HIF** Four furlongs  
Crigger, Carol Wright  
LP-5074

**LARGE PRINT.** China Bohannon is in charge of the Doyle & Howe Detective Agency office on the day a fourteen-year-old girl shows up seeking the detectives' help in a case of what she's calling murder. Neva Sue O'Dells jockey brother has been killed during a race, the horse he was riding, the dead-on Derby favorite, lamed. Neva claims her mother and grandfather are involved, having been paid a lot of money to rig the race.

**HIF** Love and other consolation prizes  
Ford, Jamie  
LP-5092

**LARGE PRINT.** A half-Chinese orphan whose mother sacrificed everything to give him a better chance is raffled off as a prize at Seattle's 1909 World's Fair only to land in the ownership of the madam of a notorious brothel where he finds friendship and opportunities, in a story based on true events.

**HIF** News of the world  
Jiles, Paulette  
LP-5064

**LARGE PRINT.** A live news reader traveling the antebellum south is offered $50 to bring an orphan girl, who was kidnapped and raised by Kiowa raiders, back to her family in San Antonio.

**HIF** Cherished Mercy  
Peterson, Tracie  
LP-5073

**LARGE PRINT.** Praying for peace after surviving the Whitman Massacre in childhood, Mercy travels to another mission to help a friend and bonds with a handsome young minister in the wake of a tragedy that tests the strength of her faith.

**HIF** The frozen hours  
Shaara, Jeff  
LP-5057

**LARGE PRINT.** A clash between a North Korean invading army in 1950 South Korea and a U.S. defense force is challenged by overwhelmingly brutal weather conditions in a high-action account of the Battle of Chosin Reservoir that is told from the viewpoints of soldiers and leaders on both sides of the conflict.

**HIF** The stars are fire  
Shreve, Anita  
LP-5060

**LARGE PRINT.** A novel based on the true story of the largest fire in Maine's history follows the experiences of a pregnant woman who struggles to protect her two young children and watches her home burn while her husband joins the volunteer firefighters.

**HIF** The Ashford affair  
Willig, Lauren  
BN-6253

As a lawyer in a large Manhattan firm, just shy of making partner, Clementine Evans has finally achieved almost everything she's been working towards, but now she's not sure it's enough. Her long hours have led to a broken engagement and, suddenly single at thirty-four, she feels her messy life crumbling around her. But when the family gathers for her grandmother Addie's ninety-ninth birthday, a relative lets slip hints about a long-buried family secret, leading Clemmie on a journey into the past that could change everything.

## History

**HIS** The taking of K-129  
Dean, Josh  
LP-5084

**LARGE PRINT.** A true story of Cold War espionage and engineering reveals how the CIA, the U.S. Navy and an eccentric billionaire spent six years and nearly a billion dollars to steal a nuclear-armed Soviet submarine after it sank in the Pacific Ocean.

**HIS** A nation without borders  
Hahn, Steven  
BN-6184

The author undertakes the conventional histories of the 19th century and offers a timeless, controversial reinterpretation of American imperial conquest and capitalist development, which begins and ends in Mexico.

**HIS** 12 strong  
Stanton, Doug  
BN-6235

Documents the post-September 11 mission during which a small band of Special Forces soldiers captured the strategic Afghan city of Mazar-e Sharif as part of an effort to defeat the Taliban, in a dramatic account that includes testimonies by Afghanistan citizens whose lives were changed by the war.

## Hobbies/Crafts

**HOB** Snuggle and play crochet  
Benitez, Carolina Guzman  
BN-6095

Snuggle up with a crochet comforter or play with a colorful character--this unique collection of 40 amigurumi patterns are simple to stitch and super cute! Featuring crochet toy patterns including boy and girl dolls, dogs and cats, bears and bunnies and many more, this amazing collection will give you over 40 different crochet toys to create.
HOB  Pvc and pipe engineer
Bunker, Jordan  BN-6185
Including 18 projects, ranging from wine racks to bed frames, shower heads to bike trailers, a DIY guide to PVC and iron piping covers everything from the basics all the way up to the advanced and features illustrated how-to-steps.

HOB  Home robotics
Knox, Daniel  BN-6201
Relying on common, easily-sourced components, an illustrated guide for both beginner and intermediate robotics enthusiasts offers step-by-step instructions to design and build their very own robot beginning with a simple cardboard creation to a robot powered by solar energy.

HOB  The savvy seamstress
Mallalieu, Nicole  BN-6202
A fashion designer, pattern maker, author and teacher provides step-by-step instructions for making professional level alterations to existing garment patterns whether you want to remove or add pockets, change a neckline, or reverse the location of a zipper.

HOB  Macrame for beginners and beyond
Mullins, Amy  BN-6098
Discover a fresh, new take on the traditional craft of macramé, a craft that was incredibly popular in the seventies, and which is currently enjoying a renaissance. Macramé projects are the best way to bring the current trend for luxe, boho interiors into your home.

HOB  Sewing machine magic
Steffani Lincecum  BN-6189
An author and sewing expert, drawing on her years of experience sewing for Hollywood films, TV and theater, shows readers how to handle a sewing machine with greater ease and confidence, and explains how to easily find the right presser and other accessories for the machine.

JVE  Secret agents! sharks! ghost armies!
Calkhoven, Laurie  BN-6055
Describes some of the creative and subversive tactics the United States used to win World War II, including hiring Virginia Hall, the Allied Forces' most dangerous spy.

JVE  Katherine Johnson
Feldman, Thea  BN-6058
Meet Katherine Johnson, a brilliant mathematician who worked at NASA in the early 1950s until retiring in 1986. Katherine's unparalleled calculations (done by hand) helped plan the trajectories for NASA's Mercury and Apollo missions (including the Apollo 11 moon landing). She is said to be one of the greatest American minds of all time.

JVE  Heroes who risked everything for freedom
Lakin, Patricia  BN-6057
Did you know that Harriet Tubman was a spy for Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War? Or that Robert Smalls used secret hand signals to escape slavery on a Confederate ship? Mary Touvestre risked everything to bring plans for the first ironclad warship to the Union. Find out about heroes who spied, fought, and sailed to freedom in this book of amazing true stories!

JVE  The founding fathers were spies!
Lakin, Patricia  BN-6056
Describes some of the creative and subversive tactics the United States used to win the Revolutionary War, including sending secret messages, using invisible ink, and developing ciphers.

Humor

HUM  And then the world blew up
Fish  BN-6186
The Philadelphia-based political cartoonist whose work has appeared in Harper's, The Nation and the LA Times, presents a collection of cartoons, illustrations, personal essays, culture-war correspondence and interviews with famous outlaws.

JUVENILES AGES 5-8

JVE  Owl in a straw hat
Anaya, Rudolfo  BN-6054
This masterfully written children's book by New Mexico's favorite storyteller is a delightful tale about a young owl named Ollie who lives in an orchard with his parents in northern New Mexico. Ollie is supposed to attend school but prefers to hang out with his friends Raven and Crow instead. Ollie's parents discover he cannot read and they send Ollie off to see his grandmother, Nana, a teacher and farmer in Chimayo.

JVI  Bella Bella
London, Jonathan  BN-6064
Thirteen-year-olds Aaron and Lisa and their fathers, and seventeen-year-old Cassidy and his dad, embark on a sea kayaking trip off the coast of the Pacific Northwest that brings them unexpected and even terrifying adventures.

JVI  Desolation Canyon
London, Jonathan  BN-6063
Twelve-year-olds Aaron and Lisa, and sixteen-year-old bad-boy Cassidy, join their Army-buddy fathers on a float trip down Utah's Green River, where they face terrible physical and mental challenges.

JVI  Grizzly Peak
London, Jonathan  BN-6065
Aaron’s latest adventure takes him river kayaking with his dad and tests his perseverance, patience and survival skills in encounters with bears, moose, and life-threatening accidents.
JVI ❢ Messenger
Lowry, Lois BN-6249
Matty has lived in Village and flourished under the guidance of Seer, a blind man known for his special sight. Village once welcomed newcomers, but something sinister has seeped into Village and the people have voted to close it to outsiders. Matty has been invaluable as a messenger. Now he must risk everything to make one last journey through the treacherous forest with his only weapon, a power he unexpectedly discovers within himself.

JVI ❢ Son
Lowry, Lois BN-6256
Unlike the other Birthmothers in her utopian community, teenaged Claire forms an attachment to her baby, feeling a great loss when he is taken to the Nurturing Center to be adopted by a family unit.

JVI ❢ I survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005
Tarshis, Lauren BN-6060
Barry's family tries to evacuate before Hurricane Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But when Barry's little sister gets terribly sick, they're forced to stay home and wait out the storm. At first, Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as predicted. But overnight the levees break, and Barry's world is literally torn apart. He's swept away by the floodwaters, away from his family. Can he survive the storm of the century, alone?

JVI ❢ I survived the attacks of September 11th, 2001
Tarshis, Lauren BN-6061
When Lucas decides to skip school because he wants to discuss football with a firefighter friend of his father, he finds himself caught up in the terrorist attacks on New York City. Includes notes with factual information.

JVI ❢ I survived the eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980
Tarshis, Lauren BN-6062
On May 18, 1980, eleven-year-old Jessie Marlowe and her best friends, Eddie and Sam, are in a forest near Mount St. Helens when the months of wondering whether the volcano will erupt are finally answered, all three are badly burned, but it is up to Jessie to protect the boys as best she can and hope that somebody comes to rescue them.

JVI ❢ I survived the sinking of the Titanic, 1912
Tarshis, Lauren BN-6059
Excited to board the Titanic with his aunt and little sister, ten-year-old George begins to explore the ill-fated ship's first-class storage cabin when the ship is rocked by a collision with an iceberg and begins to sink.

JVI ❢ Disney baby my first Easter
Disney Book Group BN-6238
This adorable board book with touch-and-feel elements introduces Baby to all the wonderful delights of Easter.

JVP ❢ Being brave
Larsen, Carolyn BN-6050
This series of books helps young children deal with feelings and behaviors that are part of growing up. In Being Brave, parents and children are encouraged to face their fears and approach new situations with courage.

JVP ❢ It's okay to feel sad
Larsen, Carolyn BN-6051
In It's Okay to Feel Sad, parents and children are encouraged to express sadness and to comfort each other in healthy ways.

JVP ❢ My stuff, your stuff
Larsen, Carolyn BN-6053
In My Stuff, Your Stuff, parents and children are encouraged to understand the concept of ownership, borrowing, and stealing.

JVP ❢ Sharing with others
Larsen, Carolyn BN-6052
In Sharing with Others, parents and children are encouraged not only to avoid selfishness but to approach others with hearts that take joy in sharing. For ages 3-6.

JVP ❢ The young adult's guide to graduating college debt-free skills and strategies
Atlantic Publishing Group BN-6190
This book will also provide hundreds of innovative ways to cut college costs, including tips on how to earn college credit on an accelerated basis, how to calculate your college budget, how to make use of tuition prepayment plans, how to combine higher education and course-related employment, and how to buy supplies and textbooks for cheap.

JVP ❢ Can your smartphone change the world?
Paisley, Erinne BN-6066
This work of nonfiction, in the PopActivism series for teens, looks at how you can use a smartphone as a tool for social justice.

LIT ❢ Lady Susan
Austen, Jane. BN-6255
Beautiful and flirtatious, and recently widowed, Lady Susan Vernon seeks a new and advantageous marriage for herself, and at the same time attempts to push her daughter into marriage with a man she detests. Through a series of crafty maneuvers, she fills her calendar with invitations for extended visits with unsuspecting relatives and acquaintances in pursuit of her grand plan.
(Gardening)

GAR  Better Homes and Gardens November 2017
Better Homes and Gardens  BN-6006
We’re thankful for...; Traditions with a twist; Easy holiday baking; Family gatherings, friendsgiving potluck.

GAR  Better Homes and Gardens December 2017
Better Homes and Gardens  BN-6019
Christmas classics: our favorite ideas from 95 years; Beauty: give your skin a radiance boost; Outdoor decorating: evergreen ideas to dress up your porch and patio.

GAR  Better Homes and Gardens January 2018
Better Homes and Gardens  BN-6027
It’s time to treat yourself: press pause, 32 ways to cozy up at home. Start the new year refreshed by carving out some me time to relax and recharge; Perfect pancakes; Our best comfort food recipes; Citrus fruits give winter dinners a healthy dose of sunshine.

GAR  Better Homes and Gardens February 2018
Better Homes and Gardens  BN-6034
Hilary Duff loves to decorate; Chocolate & flowers, what’s not to love?; Easy orchids; Go bold! A little or a lot, we’ve got your style.

(Health/Diet/Exercise)

HEA  Prevention November 2017
Prevention Magazine  BN-6004
30 healing superfoods: what to eat for any ailment; 9 amazing weight loss discoveries; “I thought I had Alzheimer’s”; 18 health benefits of light therapy; 5 myths about exercise.

HEA  Prevention December 2017
Prevention Magazine  BN-6016
Your stress-free holiday plan; Quick & easy dinners; Superfast workouts; Make stress work for you; 20 new medical breakthroughs; Treating common colds; Special! 2018’s best & worst health trends.

HEA  Prevention January 2018
Prevention Magazine  BN-6025
Break your bad habits: detox your life!; 105 secrets for a healthy new year; Cure your sugar craving; Need a new knee? Read this; Precious cargo: as you navigate through life, keep your medical records with you.

HEA  Prevention February 2018
Prevention Magazine  BN-6038
Crazy health scams; Your healthiest you! At 40, 50, 60 70+; 165 ways to stay well at any age; Protect yourself from superbugs; Cure your winter blues.

(History)

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine November 2017
Smithsonian Magazine  BN-6008
1918-2018 the next pandemic: inside the devastating influenza outbreak 100 years ago, and how scientists are trying to stop it from happening again; The healing power of Greek tragedy; Paradise for grizzly bears; The birth of a killer: health experts fear that China, which has seen an alarming increase in human cases of a highly lethal form of avian flu, could be the source of a new pandemic.

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine December 2017
Smithsonian Magazine  BN-6018
2017 American Ingenuity Awards: America’s greatest new ideas and the amazing people behind them. Cover: the cultural force known as John Legend, America’s most versatile artist; Re-living the worst journey in the world; An ominous voyage down Iraq’s epic river.

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine January/February 2018
Smithsonian Magazine  BN-6028
The year that shattered America. Innovation. Rebellion. Crisis. Tragedy. It was a year unlike any other in America, and it continues to shape our lives; In search of Vietnam: reliving the Tet Offensive and its horrors, which the nation refuses to acknowledge; A seismic year: events that shook the world, from the Prague Spring to the presidential election surprise.

(Home Repair/Decorating)

HMR  The mother earth news October/November 2017
Mother Earth News Magazine  BN-6002
Make your own beer: 4 ingredients + four steps; Small farm, real profit: size doesn’t matter; Solar-powered pumps: water from the sun; 3 venison recipes; Herbal heart tonics; Keep barn cats healthy; Build the perfect woodstove fire; How to choose a tractor.

HMR  The mother earth news December 2017/January 2018
Mother Earth News Magazine  BN-6012
Beautiful bread: recipe + free stencil designs; Grow salad indoors: enjoy fresh greens all winter; Small homes: just the right size; Homegrown olive oil; Reap rewards with a scythe; Keep chickens warm off-grid; The accuracy of pH soil testers.

HMR  The mother earth news February/March 2018
Mother Earth News Magazine  BN-6035
Improve your greenhouse: add thermal mass; Masonry heaters: super-efficient fireplaces; Grow a living roof: keep comfortable year-round; Reasons to raise ducks; How to make a broom; DIY wood-fired hot tub; Best cows for a small-scale dairy; Coppice trees for sustainable firewood.

HMR  Sunset Magazine November 2017
Sunset Magazine  BN-6001
Top dog towns of the West; Fall escapes; Farm-style Thanksgiving menu with beer pairings; Design inspiration from a seasonal garden; Home makeover on a (Craigslist budget).
Secrets from the stars of "A bad mom's Christmas"; Exclusive reveal; 25 women changing the world; Celebrity moms tell all!

The Sherri Papini case: new details. Bizarre kidnapping mystery: a young California mom vanishes for 22 days. She says she was brutally abducted, but troubling questions remain. Inside the yearlong search for answers, and what new DNA evidence may reveal; 25 women changing the world; Celebrity moms tell all! Secrets from the stars of "A bad mom’s Christmas"; Exclusive:

Harry's American princess: why she’s the one! The surprising love story of Prince Harry & Meghan Markle. All about her ring, with diamonds from Princess Diana, plans for the wedding, and kids!; People exclusive: McCain family, tears & joy at daughter Meghan’s wedding.

Prince Harry & Meghan Markle: her real-life fairy tale! Inside Meghan’s amazing journey from her California childhood to the palace; Matt Lauer’s dark secrets: what really happened; 2017 the year in pictures! 25 most intriguing people, tributes, weddings & more.

John Stamos: ‘I’m gonna be a dad!’ My new life at 54. The actor opens up about becoming a father (finally!), finding true love and learning to become a better man; Matt Lauer: fighting to save his marriage; Star Wars exclusive! Behind the scenes of The Last Jedi; Country star Kelsea Ballerini's wedding album!

Hugh Jackman: My untold story. The star of The Greatest Showman opens up about his difficult childhood, raising kids & keeping his marriage strong; Angelina Jolie & the kids: their lives now; Meghan Markle: her first royal Christmas.

Meghan Markle: her first royal Christmas.

Meghan Markle: her first royal Christmas.

Meghan Markle: her first royal Christmas.
LIF  People Magazine January 8 2018
People Magazine  BN-6031
New photos! Doing it their way! How Harry & Meghan are changing the Royal rules; People exclusive: the new Bachelor: ready for love after heartbreak; Wow! Jane Fonda at 80: life, love & what I’ve learned; Where are these children? A father’s anguish, a mother’s secrets.

LIF  People Magazine January 15 2018
People Magazine  BN-6033
The People interview: Hoda & Savannah. ‘Our hearts were broken’ Today’s new coanchors open up about their friendship, Matt Lauer and starting over after scandal; The Getty family curse: money, drugs & madness; How six women lost half their size, plus Mama June, ‘I lost 300 lbs and kept it off!’

LIF  People Magazine January 22 2018
People Magazine  BN-6037
Exclusive: a daughter’s chilling story. Raised by a serial killer: how April Balascio linked her father, Edward Edwards, to murders across the country, and helped bring him to justice; Gwyneth engaged!; Chip & Joanna: baby no. 5!; New photos: Princess Charlotte’s first day of school; Will Oprah run for president?; The book that’s rocking the White House: Fire and Fury.

LIF  People Magazine January 29 2018
People Magazine  BN-6039
People exclusive: My life after Today. Ann Curry breaks her silence: the star opens up about the pain of leaving the Today show, how she bounced back and her emotional new TV series; Nick Nolte: survival & finding peace; Michelle Williams & Mark Wahlberg: paycheck controversy; The Queen speaks: surprise, she’s really funny!; Exclusive: Housewives’ Jill Zarin, losing the love of my life.

LIF  People Magazine February 5 2018
People Magazine  BN-6041
House of horrors: 12 children chained & tortured for years. A 17-year-old daughter’s brave escape, parents accused of horrific abuse, how they hid their bizarre life from neighbors. How the kids are being helped: Exclusive: sisters & rivals, Jackie Kennedy & Lee Radziwill; Julia’s joy: done with chemo & staying strong, plus her SAG awards triumph; Another royal wedding! Princess Eugenie engaged!

LIF  People Magazine February 12 2018
People Magazine  BN-6042
Inside their new friendship: Kate & Meghan! As Meghan Markle prepares to wed Prince Harry, her future sister-in-law Princess Kate is showing her the royal ropes; Secrets of Hollywood’s top divorce lawyer; Niel Diamond: his brave battle with Parkinson’s; Katie Holmes & Jamie Foxx: the romance goes public.

LIF  People Magazine February 19 2018
People Magazine  BN-6257
The People interview: Olympic gymnast Aly Raisman. Taking back my life. The Olympic gold medalist opens up about confronting the doctor who molested her and hundreds of other gymnasts, and how she’s moving forward; Kylie has a baby girl! A new mom at 20: inside her world; Jennifer Aniston at home!

This is Us’ Milo Ventimiglia: love, fame & Jack’s death; Natalie Wood: new questions about the night she died.

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT  National Geographic November 2017
National Geographic  BN-6005
The search for happiness: what we can learn from Costa Rica, Denmark, and Singapore, the most joyful places on the planet; Why vaccines matter; North Korea: behind the curtain; Pterosaurs: some of the weirdest animals ever to fly soared through Mesozoic skies.

NAT  National Geographic December 2017
National Geographic  BN-6017
The real Jesus: what archaeology reveals about His life; Exclusive jaguar photos; Africa goes high-tech; Exploring the new silk road.

NAT  National Geographic January 2018
National Geographic  BN-6026
The Arctic’s last sea ice: in the 1980s Arctic sea ice extended across nearly three million square miles at the end of summer. Since then more than a third of that ice has been lost; Science of good & evil: a decisive factor - empathy; The healing of Colombia after a half century of war; Why birds matter.

NAT  National Geographic February 2018
National Geographic  BN-6040
The new big brother: in our surveillance society, satellites, cameras, and phones are tracking us more than we ever imagined; How will China feed itself?; What makes birds smart?; A wild utopia: the Falklands.

(Southwest)

SW  El Palacio Magazine Winter 2017
Department of Cultural Affairs  BN-6023
100 years: New Mexico Museum of Art Centennial Commemorative Issue; A fateful commencement: 100 years ago, five paintings in the NM Museum of Art’s first exhibition challenged the world to think about NM and its art. The times may be different, but the challenge continues; Verses to an institution: NM poets share odes to the NM Museum of Art; Stitched to the soul: anchored by Native and Anglo roots, ceremonial and contemporary art, Teri Greeves is a preservationist, innovator, and important social critic.

(Women Studies)

WOM  O : the Oprah magazine December 2017
Oprah Magazine  BN-6011
Oprah’s favorite things! Our biggest ever! 102 glorious goodies; What do beauty experts use on their skin?; A world of hurt: actress and author Karen Duffy on living with chronic pain.

WOM  O : the Oprah magazine January 2018
Oprah Magazine  BN-6024
How asking the right questions can set you on a whole new course (we’ll be asking them all year long!); Time to hit refresh: 15 ways to perk up instantly, or sooner; Are you happy?; Who’s in your tribe?; What do you believe in?
WOM O : the Oprah magazine February 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-6036
What defines you? It’s not your hair, your job, or even the way you vote. Get ready to embrace the essential you!; Oprah talks to RuPaul about life, liberty, and the pursuit of fabulous; Calling all SOB sisters: a must-read for anyone who’s ever cried at work; The Super Bowl of snacking: munchy, crunchy, salty, savory, coming to a coffee table near you!; Lady parts dept: how, and why, to show your uterus some love; The ultimate wake-up call: get more sleep, save your life!

WOM O : the Oprah magazine March 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-6259
Where do we go from here? What we know for sure: things between men and women will never be the same; The new superheroes! Reese Witherspoon, Mindy Kaling, and you know who take on the universe in A Wrinkle in Time; Is it really your hormones... or is it just Tuesday?; The psychology of beautiful skin: how to calm your mind and save your face; Oprah’s new book club pick! A wrenching story of love and its limits.

Mystery

MYS Assault and buttery
Abbott, Kristi BN-6104
After discovering an old diary in the wall of her popcorn shop, Rebecca Anderson, the prime suspect in the murder of a local busybodys who the police believe was poisoned by her popcorn, discovers a startling connection between the diary writer and the murdered man while trying to clear her name.

MYS Another one bites the crust
Alexander, Ellie BN-6206
When a strapping thespian named Anthony is murdered after the opening night of the Shakespeare Festival, Jules Capshaw, baker turned actress for this event, must cut through backstage betrayals and catty co-stars to catch a killer before the final act.

MYS Crust no one
Archer, Winnie BN-6152
While apprenticing under Olaya Solis, the master baker and owner of Yeast of Eden, Ivy Culpepper comes to the aid of her ex-boyfriend Miguel Baptista when his produce supplier goes missing, and gets some help from her octogenarian sidekick and the loose-lipped Blackbird Ladies who rise up to the occasion.

MYS Dial meow for murder
Blake, Bethany BN-6049
When the owner of Tinkleston the cat is murdered on the night of a gala fundraiser for Fur-ever Friends Pet Rescue, experienced pet sitter Daphne Templeton, to take the suspicion off of her own mother, must solve this crime before the claws come out once again.

MYS Full bodied murder
Blum, Christine E. BN-6110
Starting a new life in coastal Southern California, Halsey, who ends up at the wrong place at the wrong time, finds herself accused of murder and must rely on the eclectic talents of ladies in her new Wine Club to pour over the clues and clear her name.

MYS Dial M for Mousse
Bradford, Laura BN-6210
When she stumbles upon the dead body of her new client while delivering deserts at an artists’ retreat Winnie Johnson, the owner of the Emergency Dessert Squad, must whip up the clues to catch a killer. Includes recipes.

MYS The silence of the flans
Bradford, Laura LP-5091
LARGE PRINT. The owner of the Emergency Dessert Squad, baker Winnie Johnson, is stunned when her protégé’s first dessert delivery poisons a student journalist and must cook up the real killer before everything she worked so hard for crumbles around her.

MYS Of murder and men
Cahoon, Lynn BN-6116
When her business partner Shauna's wealthy landowner boyfriend is found dead, Cat Latimer, while trying to keep her writer's retreat running, investigates the murder and soon discovers that the scandalous lifestyle he led left many willing to kill for revenge.

MYS Eaves of destruction
Carlisle, Kate BN-6108
While preparing for Lighthouse Cove’s annual Victoria Home and Garden Tour, handywoman Shannon Hammer must investigate the murder of a snarly building inspector, in a book that is soon to be a Hallmark Movies & Mysteries Original.

MYS Potions and pastries
Cates, Bailey BN-6117
When her Aunt Lucy’s friend Molly Black, one of town's most colorful characters, is murdered, baker Katie Lightfoot, her coven and her firefighter boyfriend team up to find out what happened to the unfortunate fortune-teller.

MYS Murder on the Orient Express
Christie, Agatha BN-6243
Just after midnight, the famous Orient Express is stopped in its tracks by a snowdrift. By morning, the millionaire Samuel Edward Ratchett lies dead in his compartment, stabbed a dozen times, his door locked from the inside. Without a shred of doubt, one of his fellow passengers is the murderer. Isolated by the storm, detective Hercule Poirot must find the killer among a dozen of the dead man’s enemies, before the murderer decides to strike again.

MYS Shadows on the lake
Cocco, Giovanni BN-6252
During the construction of a new road to the Swiss border in the mountains above Lake Como, the remains of a young man are unearthed on the powerful Cappelletti family’s property. On the case is Stefania Valenti, forty-five, divorced with a young daughter, and a brilliant, determined police inspector.
A late frost  
Connolly, Sheila  
When newcomer Monica Whitman falls ill and dies, supposedly due to food poisoning, orchard owner Meg Corey Chapman investigates and soon discovers that there is one bad apple in the bunch as it becomes clear that Monica was murdered.

Not a creature was purring  
Davis, Krista  
When she, while preparing for the town's Christkindl Market, and dealing with an unexpected love triangle, stumbles upon the corpse of a pet-clothing tycoon, Holly Miller, along with her dedicated pet detectives, must sniff out a killer. Includes recipes for owners and their pets.

Hark the Herald Angels slay  
Delany, Vicki  
When her ex-fiancé, who has returned to Rudolph, New York, to do a feature on the Christmas in July festivities, is murdered, Merry Wilkinson, the owner of Mrs. Claus' Treasures, must catch a killer who is definitely on the naughty list.

In cave danger  
Dyer-Seeley, Kate  
Embarking on a subterranean adventure to cover a debate over the use of public lands for Northwest Extreme magazine, Meg Reed must call upon her journalistic instincts to solve the murder of a Forest Service employee before the killer reaches the surface.

Ditched 4 murder  
Eaton, J.C.  
While helping her 74-year-old Aunt Ina prepare for her wedding, Sophie Kimball, who works for a private investigator, gets drawn into a murder case that is linked to Ina's fiancé and must catch a killer before her aunt walks down the aisle.

Blackberry burial  
Farrow, Sharon  
As owner of The Berry Basket, Marlee Jacob has learned a thing or two about surviving the summer tourist season in Oriole Point. So she gladly agrees to help run the annual road rally in honor of the local Blackberry Art School's centenary celebration. While alumni arrive from around the country, Marlee hopes the expansive Sanderling farm will make an appropriate starting point for the race despite rumors that the land is cursed.

The final vow  
Flower, Amanda  
LARGE PRINT. Summer weddings at Barton Farm's picturesque church were standard procedure for museum director Kelsey Cambridge, until the Cherry Foundation, which supports the museum, ordered Kelsey to host her ex-husband's wedding on Farm grounds. Ambitious wedding planner Vianna Pine is determined to make the bride's Civil War-themed wedding perfect. But each time Vianna's vision threatens the integrity and safety of the Farm, Kelsey has to intervene. And when she finds Vianna's dead body at the foot of the church steps, everyone's plans fall apart.

A crime of poison  
Haddock, Nancy  
While organizing the Fall Folk Art Festival and Bake Sale in Lilyvale, Arkansas, crafter and store owner Leslee Stanton Nix must piece together the clues to prove the innocence of tow members of the Silver Six, her aunt's group of friends, when they are accused of killing a local troublemaker.

Unbridled murder  
Hearon, Leigh  
Stumbling upon the dead body of a sleazy feedlot owner, while trying to save as many horses from slaughter as possible, horse trainer and rancher Annie Carson must navigate the herd through unfamiliar territory while trying to rein in a killer.

Etched in tears  
Hollon, Cheryl  
When her old flame Dennis Lansing, a celebrated glass artist who has returned to St. Petersburg, Florida, for an exhibition of his work, is found murdered with an old reference letter from her father in his pocket, Savannah must carefully piece together the clues to catch a killer before someone else's life is shattered.

Familiar motives  
James, Delia  
When her veterinarian turns up dead and a valuable spokes-cat goes missing, witch Anna and her familiar, Alistair, must claw their way through the clues to catch a killer and find a cat before ever more fur begins to fly.

Fixing to die  
James, Miranda  
Southern belles An'gel and Dickce Ducote investigate the strange goings-on at the mansion of an old friend, where they are faced with a murder and, to catch a killer, must sift through a haunted family history.

Man overboard  
Jance, J.A.  
Cybersecurity expert Roger McGearly finally has his life back on track after years of struggling with depression. But when he falls from the balcony of his suite on an all-expenses-paid cruise, the police quickly dismiss it as an accident. Unsatisfied, Roger's tough-as-nails aunt, Julia Miller, is determined to find answers and closure. By contacting Roger's childhood friend Stuart Ramey to help her solve the mystery of his fate, Julia unwittingly sets up a collision course with a serial killer.

Death, taxes, and a shotgun wedding  
Kelly, Diane  
When she begins receiving death threats as she is preparing for her wedding, IRS agent Tara Holloway must sift through past cases to find the culprit, while dodging attempts on her life and tracking down a con artist who is ripping people off for thousands of dollars, before she says, "I do."
MYS  Class reunions are murder
Klein, Libby   BN-6208
Forced by her best friend to attend their 25-year reunion, newly widowed Poppy McAllister, armed with Spanx, finds herself accused of murder when the mean girl who taunted her in high school is found dead in front of Poppy's old locker and she must unlock a combination of clues from her past to clear her name.

MYS  Better dead
Kopfler, Pamela   BN-6149
When the ghost of her cheating husband appears as an unwelcome guest, B&B owner Holly Davis agrees to help him bust up the drug smuggling he was involved with if he'll make a showing of haunting the B&B to draw in customers, which works all too well.

MYS  The girl who takes an eye for an eye
Lagercrantz, David   LP-5076
LARGE PRINT. Accepting help from investigative journalist Mikael Blomkvist to uncover the truth about her traumatic childhood, Lisbeth Salander, the girl with the dragon tattoo, navigates dangerous obstacles in the form of an anti-Muslim gang, her mafia-connected twin and the conductors of a sinister pseudo-scientific experiment.

MYS  Honey-baked homicide
Leeson, Gayle   BN-6153
When struggling beekeeper and Southern cafe owner Amy's new business partner, Stuart Landon is murdered, Amy investigates and finds herself in a sticky situation as the list of suspects grows longer, causing quite a buzz in the community.

MYS  Gone with the twins
Logan, Kylie   BN-6090
LARGE PRINT. While the League of Literary Ladies enjoys Gone with the Wind, they find themselves embroiled in a murder investigation when they must prove that one of their members, the owner of a B and B, did not kill a local real estate agent who was looking to bring in the competition.

MYS  Mayhem & Mass
Matthews, Olivia   BN-6114
When her friend, Maurice Jordan, the guest speaker for the St. Hermione of Ephesus Feast Day, is murdered, Sister Lou takes matters into her own hands and teams up with a local reporter to find a killer, which just may take a miracle.

MYS  Bel, book, and scandal
McConnon, Maggie   BN-6148
Wedding caterer Bel McGrath, who has a penchant for trouble, after a visitor leaves behind a photograph that is related to her past, decides to investigate the disappearance of her best friend, Amy, long ago and unearths old secrets that shed new light on those around her.

MYS  Hello again
Novak, Brenda   BN-6074
A psychiatrist at a maximum-security prison in remote Alaska, Evelyn Talbot discovers her new client is not the ice-pick killer when a new murder occurs on the outside that is linked to her past and to her high school boyfriend Jasper Moore who tortured her and left her for dead when she was sixteen.

MYS  Murder at an Irish wedding
O'Connor, Carlene   BN-6211
The O'Sullivan clan of County Cork, Ireland are thrilled to be catering the matrimonial affairs of a celebrity couple, until a cunning killer turns an Irish wedding into an Irish wake.

MYS  The pot thief who studied Georgia O'Keefe
Orenduff, J. Michael   BN-6236
A dealer in traditional Native American pottery, Hubie Schuze scours New Mexico in search of ancient treasures. In all his travels across the state, there is one place that Hubie hasn't been able to access: Trinity Site at the White Sands Missile Range. Deep within the range are ruins once occupied by the Tompiro people, whose distinctive pottery is incredibly rare and valuable.

MYS  Cross the line
Patterson, James   BN-6216
Shots ring out in the early morning hours in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. When the smoke clears, a prominent police official lies dead, leaving the city's police force scrambling for answers. Under pressure from the mayor, Alex Cross steps into the leadership vacuum to investigate the case. But before Cross can make any headway, a brutal crime wave sweeps across the region.

MYS  Never never
Patterson, James   BN-6245
Never assume you know someone. Harry Blue is the top Sex Crimes investigator in her department. She's a seasoned pro who's seen it all. But even she didn't see this coming: her own brother arrested for the grisly murders of three beautiful young women.

MYS  Curses, boiled again!
Randall, Shari   BN-6209
Recovering from an injury, prima ballerina Allie Larkin returns home to Mystic Bay where she encourages her Aunt Golly, the owner of the Lazy Mermaid Lobster Shack, to enter her lobster rolls into a televised cooking contest, but when the competition is taken out and foul play is to blame, Allie must catch the culprit before this case boils over.

MYS  Stowed away
Ross, Barbara   BN-6156
When her old prep school rival, Wyatt Jayne, is accused of murdering her billionaire boyfriend, Julia Snowden is drawn into the private world of the mega-rich where nothing, and no one, is what it seems, to clear Wyatt's name.

MYS  Comic Sans murder
Shelton, Paige   BN-6150
After a world famous author finds a disembodied foot on the ski slopes, Clare Henry, the owner of the snowy Star City oasis, goes on the hunt for the rest of the body with the help of the police, determined to track down a killed before another victim gets wiped out.
Cleaning houses to make ends meet, former socialite Tallulah Graver is plagued by a series of strange events that end in murder and she must clean up this mess before another victim is swept under the rug.

The arrival of a second child for amateur sleuth Isabel Dalhousie is complicated by her four-year-old's lack of enthusiasm and a matchmaker's request for help with a couple whose prospects have been overshadowed by sinister revelations.

When her Aunt Iris is accused of murdering her wealthy and not-quite-divorced boyfriend Harvey Fitz, Daisy Swanson must put her soups, scones and soothing teas on the back burner while her shop is under police investigation and hopes that Jonas Groft, an ex-detective from Philadelphia, can help her solve the case before her aunt is in more hot water.

Determined to win the annual kite festival to boost her handmade kite business, Emmy Adler instead finds herself the prime suspect in the murder of a contest judge and must find the real culprit before she is gone with the wind.

When a customer keels over after eating one of her quiches, which was poisoned, pie shop owner Valentine Harris and her flaky, 70-something pie crust maker must catch the crusty culprit before someone else's pie hole is shut for good.
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his missing sister's location, but it means working with feisty private investigator C.J. Desperate to solve her partner's murder, C.J. doesn't believe her case could possibly be connected to the sexy horse breeder's investigation, until they find themselves running for their lives.

**ROM ✿ Head over heels**  
Dawson, Jennifer  BN-6045

Moving to small-town Revival, Illinois, Sophie Kincaid, with her reputation in tatters and her boss in jail, is determined to lay low, but her new landlord, a gorgeous 6'4" deputy sheriff, who believes she is an entitled city girl, has something else in mind.

**ROM ✿ Wild abandon**  
Edwards, Cassie  BN-6225

Upon the death of her father, and after the tragedy of the Civil War, Lauralee Johnston must place her trust in a Cherokee warrior named Joe Dancing Cloud, and as they claim each other's hearts, they must brave fear and prejudice as the world around them denounces their love.

**ROM ✿ The power of a SEAL**  
Elizabeth, Anne  BN-6164

When Navy SEAL Leaper Lefton saves Kerry Hamilton, a marine-mammal veterinarian for the U.S. Navy, from the rough seas, the attraction between them is instant, but Leaper wonders if he can truly love again after everything he has been through.

**ROM ✿ Judgement road**  
Feehan, Christine  BN-6220

When, against his better judgment, he falls for mysterious bartender Anya Rafferty, Reaper, the ruthless enforcer of the Torpedo Ink motorcycle club, must choose between her and his club when her past is revealed.

**ROM ✿ Leopard's blood**  
Feehan, Christine  BN-6081

When a missing persons case hits too close to home, PI Zoe Harrington must place her trust in FBI agent Carver Banks, a man from her past who she is determined to keep at arm's length, until danger throws them even closer together, reigniting the passion between them.

**ROM ✿ Texas-sized trouble**  
Fossen, Delores  BN-6223

When TV star Eve Cooper returns home to escape the press and give birth to her son, Lawson Granger, who has never gotten over her, opens up his home and heart to this woman in desperate need of his help, and love.

**ROM ✿ Close contact**  
Foster, Lori  BN-6247

MMA fighter Miles Dartman's casual arrangement with personal shopper Maxi Nevar would be many men's fantasy. She seeks him out, they have mind-blowing sex, she leaves. Yet lately, Miles wants more. And when Maxi requests his services via the Body Armor security agency, he's ready to finally break through her defenses, and protect her day and night.
**Come home with me**  
Fox, Susan  
BN-6161

Hitting rock bottom, single mother Miranda Gabriel, swallowing her pride, returns home to Moon Harbor where she must decide whether or not to open her heart to the island veterinarian, Luke Chandler, a widower raising 4-year-old twin boys, who makes her believe in herself.

**Between you and me**  
Gracen, Jennifer  
BN-6123

Longing for a child of her own, broken-hearted heiress Tess Harrison, while at her family's retreat in Aspen, Colorado, meets the handsome manager of her family's ski house who offers to be her baby daddy in exchange for playing his girlfriend, a proposal she is only too happy to accept until things take an unexpected turn.

**Tomorrow the glory**  
Graham, Heather  
BN-6132

Torn apart by war and treachery, Kendall Moore, a proud Southern beauty escaping from an abusive marriage, and Brent McClain, a Confederate agent, must find a way back to each other.

**Heat**  
Grant, Donna  
BN-6218

When her mind is taken over by magic, Esther turns to notorious dragon, Nikolai, who is an outsider to his kingdom, but who has the power to help her find her memory and as they get closer to finding out what happened to her, forbidden passion explodes between them.

**Twisted**  
Hardt, Helen  
BN-6180

(Steel Brothers Saga #8) Ryan Steel, his world recently upended by an earth-shattering secret, now faces yet another potential revelation surrounding the Steel family mystery. He no longer fully trusts his siblings or the woman he loves. He's alone, alone and terrified and immersed in a conundrum that becomes more twisted each day.

**Deadly rumors**  
Hodges, Cheris  
BN-6250

Carver doesn't want to deceive Zoe again. He's never stopped wanting the sexy private detective who can match him play for passionate play. But she's at the top of a hit list. And he'll do whatever it takes to keep her out of harm's way, until Zoe uncovers his true agenda.

**Perfect gravity**  
Jackson, Vivien  
BN-6128

When outlaw veterinarian Kellen Hockley, a man she once loved, delivers the news that rogue treasure hunters accidentally killed her husband, powerful continental senator Angela Neko doesn't even have time to mourn as she must reverse the geopolitical fire-storm they lit with Kellen's help.

**Darker**  
James, E. L.  
BN-6069

After being rejected by Anastasia Steele, Christian Grey attempts to regain her trust while also dealing with the consequences of his past sexual relationships. Retells the events of "Fifty Shades Darker" through the eyes of the dominant Christian Grey.

**The highland guardian**  
Jarecki, Amy  
BN-6162

Honoring his dying friend's wish to watch over his daughter, Captain Reid MacKenzie, Earl of Seaforth, is stunned to discover that the man's daughter is a beautiful, fully grown woman whom he must find a suitable husband, which is no easy task, especially since he wants her all for himself.

**The highlander's princess bride**  
Kelly, Vanessa  
BN-6126

Tricked into helping the Earl of Amprior turn his unruly and unmarriageable brothers into gentlemen, Victoria Knight, the illegitimate daughter of the Prince Regent who is hiding a dark secret, finds herself drawn to her handsome yet guarded employer.

**Back in the game**  
Kern, Erin  
BN-6078

When he and ballet instructor Stella Davenport start dating, single father Brandon West, knowing that love only leads to heartbreak, must decide if he is willing to put his heart on the line when Stella is offered her dream job in Chicago.

**Can't forget you**  
Lacey, Rachel  
BN-6160

Jessica Flynn goes up against her old high school flame Mark Dalton when they both want a patch of unspoiled North Carolina woodland, but when they are stranded in the woods together, things take a romantic turn until she discovers what he has been hiding all these years.

**Cowboy stole my heart**  
Lane, Soraya  
BN-6215

Recovering from a breakup, hard-working cowboy Sam Mendes thinks he is done with relationships, until his new boss, Mia Ford, one of the heirs to the River Ranch fortune, shows him what true love really feels like.

**Their daring hearts**  
MacLaren, Sharlene  
BN-6240

A girl in disguise and a Quaker become friends while serving in the Union Army. Will her secret tear them apart?

**If not for you**  
Macomber, Debbie  
BN-6096

Moving away from her oppressive parents in the hopes of taking charge of her own life, Beth takes a job as a school music teacher and initially resists her attraction to a tattooed mechanic who is the epitome of everything her conservative parents fear.
ROM Luke's cut
McCarty, Sarah BN-6127
A member of the Hell's Eight, Luke Bellen, while escorting a wagon train across Comanche territory, meets a young sassy and fiercely independent photographer named Josey who, capturing his hardened heart, is determined to keep him in the picture for a good long time.

ROM Wrangler's challenge
McKenna, Lindsay BN-6085
While at the Bar C Ranch, where he works with a crew of fellow military vets, Noah Mabry meets his new assistant, Dair Wilson, a half-Comanche ex-Marine who lost a foot to an IED and who has major trust issues, and must convince her that she has finally found a place to call home.

ROM Irresistible you
Meader, Kate BN-6046
The most powerful woman in the NHL after the death of her father, the maverick owner of the Chicago Rebels, Harper Chase must whip the team into shape and won't let anything stand in her way, not her gender, not her sisters and especially not a veteran player with an attitude problem who is looking to add another notch on his stick.

ROM Need to know
Michaels, Fern BN-6163
When Yoko Wong's dearest friend, Garland Lee, the multimillion-selling performer known as America's beloved songbird, falls victim to her lawyer, who is about to take her for everything she's got, the Sisterhood, refusing to let that happen, devise the type of creative payback they are known for.

ROM Right where we belong
Novak, Brenda BN-6083
Newly divorced, Savanna Gray returns home to Silver Springs with her two children where she meets Gavin Turner, who understands the struggle of starting over, but when they start to get close, she resolves to keep her distance due to her past mistakes and heartache.

ROM Wyoming winter
Palmer, Diana BN-6068
Cultivating his vast Wyoming ranch is all security expert J. C. Calhoun wants. His land is the only thing the betrayed rancher can trust in after discovering his fiancée was pregnant by another man. But all J.C. holds dear becomes compromised when a lost little girl leads him to Colie Jackson, the woman who destroyed his life. Colie stops at nothing to protect the people she loves. Years ago she left J.C. for his own good. Now, for the sake of her daughter, she must depend on a hard-hearted man who won't forgive her. As a band of ruthless criminals tracks their every move through the frozen Wyoming winter, Colie and J.C. will be forced to confront the lies that separated them, and the startling truth that will bind them forever.

ROM The bad boy cowboy
Pearce, Kate BN-6159
Returning home to make amends before competing in the national rodeo, cowboy HW Morgan finds himself drawn to army veteran Samantha Kelly who has come to his ranch to give equine therapy a try, and who makes him want to settle down for the first time in his life.

ROM Wrong to need you
Rai, Alisha BN-6134
Returning home 10-years after being accused of a crime he did not commit, Jackson Kane helps his brother's widow, the only woman he has ever loved, with the cafe she's inherited, and must decide if he is strong enough to face the past in order to have a future with this woman he cannot live without.

ROM Renegade cowboy
Richardson, Sara BN-6165
Cassidy Greer knows that cowboys are nothing but trouble. But when her childhood crush comes riding into town, she starts to have second thoughts. Levi's a world-class bull rider now and more handsome than ever. It's a good thing she's getting out of Dodge soon or she just might be tempted.

ROM Undercover attraction
Robert, Katee BN-6133
After being betrayed by her fellow officers, ex-cop Charlotte Finch is offered a chance for justice by one of the most dangerous men in Boston, Aiden O'Malley, who needs her to pose as his fiancé so that he can eliminate his own enemies.

ROM About that kiss
Shalvis, Jill BN-6214
Forced to contact a seductive fixer who never called her after a passionate first kiss, a woman desperate to recover a precious stolen object makes surprising discoveries that compel both to give their relationship a chance.

ROM Lost and found sisters
Shalvis, Jill LP-5094
LARGE PRINT. Feeling empty after the accidental death of her sister, Los Angeles chef Quinn Weller is shattered when a lawyer reveals a devastating family secret that prompts her to relocate to a different town, where she finds solace in a kindhearted new friend.

ROM Can't let go
Showalter, Gena BN-6124
Ryanne, a bartender with trust issues, and Jude, a former army ranger who has suffered unimaginable losses both in battle and in life, begin a cautious, but heated romance.

ROM A daring arrangement
Shupe, Joanna BN-6079
Convincing the most appalling man in Manhattan to pose as her betrothed so that her father will reject the match and she will be free to marry the artist she loves, Lady Honora Parker soon discovers that this man has a secret plan of his own, one that will solve a mystery from his past and make her fall in love with him.
ROM × Archangel's viper
Singh, Nalini  BN-6044
With a bounty on her head, Holly Chang, after being brutalized by an insane archangel and left with a vampire's bloodlust, the ability to mesmerize her prey and a poison bite—falls under the protection of Venom, who must stop the violent power inside of her from awakening.

ROM × Sunset Bay sanctuary
Snopek, Roxanne  BN-6131
At Sanctuary Ranch, Haylee Hansen, who has made a career out of caring for and training the therapy dogs and horses on her aunt's ranch, as well as helping troubled kids and adults, finds her past arriving on her doorstep with a vengeance when Aiden McCall returns to Sunset Bay a broken man.

ROM × The bachelor contract
Van Dyken, Rachel  BN-6122
When he is forced to work in close proximity with his ex-wife, Brant Wellington soon realizes that she still has the power to drive him over the edge and vows to prove to her that they belong together, forever.

ROM × Reckless hearts
Van Fleet, Heather  BN-6146
Between boot camp and two TODs in Iraq, my buddies Max, Gavin, and me have been through some serious hell. So the last thing I ever expected was to find the biggest challenge of my life back home. My girlfriend died. I couldn't even attend her funeral, let alone tell her goodbye or that I'm sorry I wasn't there like I should've been. But she left me a gift. The best and scariest one I could've ever asked for. One I didn't think I could handle the day I saw her tiny blues looking up at me in that airport: Chloe.

ROM × The right kind of reckless
Van Fleet, Heather  BN-6129
When Max, a retired Marine and her brother's best friend, comes to her aid, free-spirited Lia Montgomery, who needs help dealing with some rough and threatening guys, must make a difficult decision when they can no longer deny the attraction between them.

ROM × The road home
Way, Margaret  BN-6130
One of the most eligible bachelors in Australian high society who can have any woman he wants, Bruno McKendrick only has eyes for newcomer Isabelle Martin, an incomparable beauty whose face he is sure he's seen before, and who is a mystery he is determined to solve.

ROM × The sea king
Wilson, C. L.  BN-6084
With her kingdom finally at peace, Summer Coruscate, a Princess of the Rose and a weathermage, finds her heart in danger when a Calbernan warrior and seafarer, who can control the animals of the sea, arrives in the mystical land of Mystral.

SCI × The science of Harry Potter
Brake, Mark  BN-6181
Merging together an improbable realm and real science, an unofficial guide examines the scientific principles behind the characters, spells, items and scenes from the Harry Potter universe.

SCI × Grunt
Roach, Mary  LP-5069
LARGE PRINT. Roach tackles the science behind some of a soldier's most challenging adversaries, panic, exhaustion, heat, noise. She introduces us to the scientists who seek to conquer these challenges. You'll learn why a zipper is a problem for a sniper; how amputee actors help prepare Marine Corps medics for the shock and gore of combat wounds; how diarrhea can be a threat to national security.

SFF × Nimbus
Bedford, Jacey  BN-6087
Psi-techs who have escaped the clutches of the megacorps, Ben Benjamin and Cara Carlinni, the leaders of the Free Company, while trying to stay one step ahead of megacorps, are faced with a rising alien threat in the foldspace that could change everything and place all of humankind in great danger.

SFF × Ready player one
Cline, Ernest  BN-6138
Immersed in a mid-21st-century virtual utopia to escape an ugly real world of famine, poverty and disease, Wade Watts joins a violent effort to solve a series of puzzles by the virtual world's wealthy creator, who has promised that the winner will be his heir, in a book that is the basis for the forthcoming film.

SFF × Darkness falling
Douglas, Ian  BN-6135
Lord Commander Grayson St. Clair has guided the Tellus Ad Astra to a part of the universe no humans' and possibly no race known to Man has ever seen. Far from the worlds they know, the colony ship is on its own, facing something that seems to have no weakness. Something whose sole purpose seems to be devouring civilizations.

SFF × Immortal architects
Orwin, Paige  BN-6086
The most powerful agents of the magical cabal ruling the East Coast, Edmund, a time-manipulating sorcerer, and Istvan, the deathless spirit of WWI, discover that a secret army has been raised against them, and when Edmund falls under its sway, embarking on a deadly mission to wreak havoc, it's up to Istvan to stop him.
have been orchestrated with skill and precision worthy of a large print. Atkinson, Ace Salmon.

SUS for the prom by exploiting haunting family secrets. Punishing mistress who interferes with the young couple's plans. Becoming subject to the new lady of the estate, a cruel and close bond with the son of her wealthy employer before. Working as a servant at a gothic mansion, young Fern develops a large print. Like machines has been hiding among people for untold centuries. Technology makes the astonishing discovery that a race of human-like terrestrials that could destroy all of humanity. Wilson, Daniel H. Steinmetz, Ferrett

SFF Extinction aftermath
Smith, Nicholas Sansbury BN-6136

Arriving in Normandy over 70 years after the Allied Forces joined the fight against the Nazis, Ghost Master Sergeant Joe Fitzpatrick and Delta Force Team quickly realize that the fight for Europe is far from over due to the rising Variant population.

SFF Extinction end
Smith, Nicholas Sansbury BN-6047

Seven weeks after the Hemorrhage Virus ravaged the world, and as the president and vice president prepare to deploy a new bioweapon to wipe out the Variants, Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and what is left of his team must take drastic measures to save the human race.

SFF Extinction war
Smith, Nicholas Sansbury BN-6137

Captains Rachel Davis and Reed Beckham risk it all to defeat ROT and save the States from Civil War, while in Europe, Master Sergeant Joe Fitzpatrick and his team discover that a strengthened Variant army is advancing toward the EUF's Paris stronghold.

SFF The uploaded
Steinmetz, Ferrett BN-6088

In a world where the living are solely responsible for maintaining the vast servers that support a digital Heaven, one orphan and his sister long for more than a life of slaving away for the dead and find others like him who want to reset the world.

SFF The clockwork dynasty
Wilson, Daniel H. LP-5054

Large print. A young anthropologist specializing in ancient technology makes the astonishing discovery that a race of human-like machines has been hiding among people for untold centuries.

Suspense

SUS House of secrets
Andrews, V. C. BN-6231

Working as a servant at a gothic mansion, young Fern develops a close bond with the son of her wealthy employer before becoming subject to the new lady of the estate, a cruel and punishing mistress who interferes with the young couple's plans for the prom by exploiting haunting family secrets.

SUS The fallen
Atkins, Ace LP-5071

Large print. Investigating a series of bank robberies that have been orchestrated with skill and precision worthy of a military raid, Mississippi sheriff and former Army Ranger Quinn Colson calls on old allies and new enemies in his effort to outmaneuver a sophisticated band of elite criminals.

SUS Here and gone
Beck, Haylen LP-5050

Large print. Wrongly arrested after fleeing her abusive husband's home, a mother desperately fights corrupt authorities to recover her stolen children; while a man across the country hears the story on the news and identifies links to similar events in his own past.

SUS The Templar brotherhood
Becker, James BN-6089

After narrowly escaping the crosshairs of a dangerous cult, Jessop and Mallory attempt to solve a centuries-old mystery involving the Knights Templar after they make a startling find that could shake Christendom to its very core.

SUS Breaking point
Brennan, Allison BN-6227

Despite the case being out of her jurisdiction, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid investigates the disappearance of her close friend's estranged sister, an ex-cop who was working undercover to find a teenager sold into the sex trade by her stepfather, and must face her deepest fears to rescue her and save the innocent.

SUS The sleeping beauty killer
Clark, Mary Higgins BN-6170

Fifteen years after being convicted of murdering her fiancé, the famed philanthropist Hunter Raleigh III, Casey Carter is determined to clear her name. Though she has served her time, she finds that she is still living under suspicion. Going on the true crime show Under Suspicion seems to be her only hope to prove her innocence.

SUS Don't let go
Coben, Harlan LP-5098

Large print. Fifteen years ago, two teenagers were mysteriously found dead by the old railroad tracks in a small affluent town in New Jersey. One of them was Nap Dumas' twin, Leo, and the other, the town's sheriff's daughter. Most people concluded it a double suicide, others, just didn't buy it. Nap has dedicated his life to finding out what really happened that summer and when his missing ex-girlfriend's fingerprints show up at a crime scene, he's thrown into a labyrinth of dark family secrets and lies. Teaming up with the now retired sheriff, the two embark on a search for the truth where they will discover that conspiracies big and small can kill.

SUS The devil's triangle
Coulter, Catherine LP-5097

Large print. Recently appointed Covert Eyes team heads Nicholas Drummond and Michaela Caine tackle a dangerous first case when an artifact is stolen from Istanbul and they receive a warning that a series of fatal Gobi sandstorms are actually man made phenomena.
SUS Dragon Teeth
Crichton, Michael BN-6140
The year is 1876. Warring Indian tribes still populate America's western territories, even as lawless gold-rush towns begin to mark the landscape, and two monomaniacal paleontologists pilage the Wild West, hunting for dinosaur fossils while surveilling, deceiving, and sabotaging each other.

SUS The switch
Finder, Joseph LP-5058
LARGE PRINT. Picking up a politician's laptop by mistake, Michael Tanner discovers stolen files before finding himself targeted by an unscrupulous fixer at the same time the owners of the files hatch a deadly plot.

SUS American assassin
Flynn, Vince BN-6171
Mitch Rapp was a gifted college athlete without a care in the world, and then tragedy struck. Terrorists attacked innocent American citizens, and Rapp's girlfriend was among the murdered. Two hundred and seventy souls perished on that cold December night, and thousands of family and friends were left searching for comfort. Mitch Rapp was one of them, but he was not interested in comfort. Now he wants retribution.

SUS The rising
Graham, Heather BN-6232
When a college-bound football star is targeted by the same forces that kill his family and land him in the hospital, he flees with the school valedictorian he loves, to investigate the dangerous truth about his real identity.

SUS Wicked deeds
Graham, Heather BN-6090
Historian Vickie Preston and Special Agent Griffin Pryce find their romantic getaway to Baltimore interrupted by a murder at an Edgar Allan Poe-themed restaurant involving a killer who is determined to bring the horrors of Poe's fiction to life.

SUS When they come for you
Hall, James W. BN-6200
After her journalist husband and infant son are brutally executed in a fire in their Florida home, photographer Harper McDaniel has nothing left to live for, except settling the score. When the local police fail to take the arson seriously, Harper takes the reins and discovers her husband was investigating some mysterious deaths at a cacao plantation on the Ivory Coast.

SUS Proof of life
Jance, Judith A. LP-5077
LARGE PRINT. When his longtime nemesis dies in what is officially declared an accidental fire, uncomfortably retired J. P. Beaumont is unexpectedly dragged into an ensuing investigation at the request of the deceased.

SUS The doomsday bunker
Johnstone, William W. BN-6043
After a nuclear attack, former US Marine Patrick Larkin and his family hole up in their fortified sanctuary with 300 others and must convince everyone to work together as a team and kill without mercy to survive when armed marauders surround the bunker, and they want in.

SUS Crime scene
Kellerman, Jonathan LP-5056
LARGE PRINT. The father-son team finds athletic star-turned-coroner's investigator Clay Edison drawn into a complex case involving a retired psychology professor's death and an old scandal involving the horrific murder of one of the professor's students.

SUS Prussian blue
Kerr, Philip LP-5070
LARGE PRINT. Hiding on the French Riviera when his cover is blown, Bernie Gunther finds himself in a cat-and-mouse game with an old and dangerous enemy before fleeing to Berlin, where he places his survival in the hands of dubious former allies.

SUS The silent corner
Koontz, Dean BN-6244
"I very much need to be dead." These are the chilling words left behind by a man who had everything to live for, but took his own life. In the void that remains stands his widow, Jane, surrounded by questions destined to go unanswered, unless she does what all the grief, fear, confusion, and fury inside of her demands: find the truth, no matter what.

SUS Since we fell
Lehane, Dennis LP-5065
LARGE PRINT. Retreating from the world in the aftermath of a traumatizing reporting assignment, Rachel finds happiness with a raffish businessman before witnessing activities surrounding a conspiracy that tests the limits of her fragile psyche.

SUS The honorable traitors
Lutz, John BN-6230
A secret operative, Thomas Laker, when a Washington, D.C. insider is killed in a bomb explosion, must team up with cryptographer Ava North to stop another act of terrorism and as they search for clues, they discover one of history's greatest and deadliest secrets.

SUS Beyond danger
Martin, Kat BN-6226
Accused of murdering his 60-year-old former state senator father who impregnated a teenager, Texas Mogul Beau Reese must place his trust in detective Cassidy Jones who, believing in his innocence, sets out to find the truth, while trying to deny her attraction to this desperate man.

SUS Subhuman
McBride, Michael BN-6141
At a research station in Antarctica, five of the world's top scientists while trying to solve one of the greatest mysteries in human history, unwittingly spawn a long-extinct life form whose instincts are fiercer, more savage, than any predator alive.
**SUS ** The room of white fire  
Parker, T. Jefferson  
LP-5086

LARGE PRINT. A marine-turned-private investigator struggling from the recent death of his wife races against time to track down a shattered young soldier who has escaped from a mental institution and who possesses a dangerous secret.

**SUS ** Bullseye  
Patterson, James  
BN-6145

Pulled away from his family and pressed into service, Detective Michael Bennett must trace the source of a threat that could rip the country apart, and what he finds may turn the Cold War red hot once again. With allegiances constantly in doubt and no one above suspicion, only Bennett can step into the line of fire to save the President before the deadly kill shot hits its mark.

**SUS ** Two nights  
Reichs, Kathy  
LP-5059

LARGE PRINT. Sunday Night, a woman whose secret past has left her with scars and a killer instinct that proves helpful to a desperate family in the wake of a bomb explosion and a girl's disappearance.

**SUS ** The marriage pact  
Richmond, Michelle  
LP-5066

LARGE PRINT. Picture-perfect newlyweds are unexpectedly initiated into a mysterious organization designed to keep marriages happy and intact by enforcing seemingly thoughtful rules that become increasingly exacting and subject to brutal enforcement.

**SUS ** Without warning  
Rosenberg, Joel C.  
BN-6248

As he prepares to deliver the State of the Union address, the president of the United States is convinced the Islamic State is on the run, about to be crushed by American forces once and for all. But New York Times foreign correspondent J. B. Collins tells the president he's dead wrong. With the Middle East on fire, the Israeli prime minister dead, and Amman in ruins, Collins fears a catastrophic attack inside the American homeland is imminent. He argues that only an all-out manhunt to capture or kill Abu Kahlif, the leader of ISIS, can stop the attack and save American lives.

**SUS ** Damaged  
Scottoline, Lisa  
LP-5087

LARGE PRINT. Named the guardian ad litem of a middle-school boy with emotional issues on whose behalf she is suing the Philadelphia school district, Mary DiNunzio is confronted by elite lawyer Nick Machiavellie and risks her engagement in her obsessive investment in the case.

**SUS ** The twelve lives of Samuel Hawley  
Tinti, Hannah  
LP-5062

LARGE PRINT. A once-professional killer protects his daughter from the legacy of his criminal past, an effort that is challenged by his daughter's struggles with the death of her mother and the reckoning of old enemies.

**SUS ** The woman in cabin 10  
Ware, Ruth  
LP-5083

LARGE PRINT. Assigned to review a luxury cruise, travel journalist Lo Blacklock witnesses a woman being thrown overboard and is baffled when all passengers remain accounted for, a nightmare that unravels as Lo struggles to convince everyone that what she saw was real.

**SUS ** The day after oblivion  
Washburn, Tim  
BN-6229

When the Department of Defense and the NSA computer networks are hacked, resulting in humanity's worst nightmare as countless millions are dead or dying due to mass destruction, a group of survivors find the real battle beginning as they try to rebuild a new world.

**SUS ** Crushed  
Watterson, Kate  
BN-6228

When a serial killer issues them a direct challenge, detectives Ellie MacIntosh and Jason Santiago fear that they have met their match and must race against time to try to solve the unsolvable before more innocent lives are lost.

**SUS ** The night the lights went out  
White, Karen  
LP-5055

LARGE PRINT. Moving to an Atlanta suburb after her divorce, Merilee forges tenacious bonds with a town matriarch and a wealthy supermom before terrible secrets throw the lives of all three women into turmoil.

**SUS ** Mangrove lightning  
White, Randy  
LP-5052

LARGE PRINT. Approached by a legendary charter captain who believes his family has been cursed for their role in a multiple murder in 1924, a skeptical Doc Ford follows trails of attacks on the family from Key Largo to Tallahassee only to suffer a series of near-fatal mishaps himself.

**SUS ** Below the belt  
Woods, Stuart  
LP-5072

LARGE PRINT. New York City cop-turned-Manhattan law firm rainmaker Stone Barrington and his gang of cronies find themselves back in the line of fire.

**WES ** A world of hurt  
Bryant, Tim  
BN-6144

When he arrives in Fort Worth after leading an ill-fated cattle drive, 17-year old Wilkie John Liquorish must outgun, outsmart or outrun Gentleman Jack Delaney who, claiming Wilkie is the most wanted outlaw in Texas, wants to see him swinging from a tree.
When the entire Jensen family decides to meet in Tuscon, Arizona, for the holidays, Sally, Preacher and Smoke, on the way to the festivities, are faced with a deadly sandstorm, an Apache ambush and a gang of outlaws, all of whom are determined to see them dead.

Lawman, Texas Ranger, rancher and former soldier John Horton Slaughter faces his toughest day yet when a local Romeo takes off with a rancher's daughter and draws the ire of her father and a blood-thirsty posse, and a poker tournament ends in murder at the hands of a beautiful Englishwoman.

Accidentally ending up on a wanted poster, Dooley Monahan, after coming to the legendary Buffalo Bill Cody's rescue, finds himself the owner of a silver mine in the lawless, violent boomtown of Leadville, Colorado, where he, unexpectedly becomes the sheriff, finding himself caught in the crossfire between two rival gangs.

When he becomes the new sheriff of Fort Worth, inheriting the body-riddled town of Hell's Half Acre, the deadliest piece of real estate on the American frontier, Jess Casey becomes the target of Kurt Koenig and his gang of outlaws who, putting a price on his head, start a war that can only have one outcome.

After the Butch gang invades his ranch in Arizona Territory and kills his family, aging ex-Civil War sniper John McMasters sets out to take revenge on them in the only way he knows how, with his trusty Remington shotgun.

Sheriff Jess Casey must protect "The Butcher of Baxter Pass," the notorious former Union General who massacred 200 Confederate prisoners, from those who want him dead, which is no easy task since everyone south of the Mason-Dixon Line is gunning for the mass murderer.

Widowed deputy U.S. marshal and Civil War veteran Tim Colter finds his plans to remarry and settle down thwarted by a dangerous new assignment that becomes a life-or-death struggle for the town of Violet and its residents.

Preacher, a fur trapper by trade, agrees to help Hawk, who just might be his son, track the gold-hungry expedition the woman he loves is on, which is headed straight to the sacred Indian grounds known as the Black Hills, a land of no return.

When his wife Sally is kidnapped off the streets of the big city back east, Smoke Jensen, while on his way to rescue her, must go up against Gabe Briggs and his ruthless band of outlaws who are all gunning for him unless he can get to them first.

Now known as Shotgun, Dr. John Bishop, with a special gun rig where his left arm used to be, rides deep into the Colorado winter to find and kill the men who slaughtered his family and finally confront the violent legacy of his own outlaw brother once and for all.

A private in the U.S. Calvary, Callghen discovers a treasure map belonging to a fallen comrade and embarks on his toughest mission yet, to find an underground river of gold, that pits him against a fierce Native American warrior, a ruthless gang of outlaws and a vindictive commanding officer.

The oldest of the O'Malley brothers, 19-year-old Long John takes his biggest challenge yet when he rides shotgun on a wagon train across the hostile Nebraska territory, a dangerous ride that takes him to hell and back, and will either make him a living legend or a dead one.

Determined to honor his late father's dying wish, Justa Williams straps on $25,000 in gold and rides into Oklahoma territory to settle a debt.

When his brother and his young bride disappear deep into Sioux territory, Monroe Pratt convinces the legendary Indian scout John Hawk, who is known for delivering swift justice to anyone who stands in his way, to come out of retirement and rescue them.
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